WarmTech Solutions: Improving efficiency while saving money for Maine residents

COMPANY: WarmTech Solutions, LLC
LOCATION: Yarmouth, ME
INDUSTRY/SECTOR: Construction / Insulation

COMPANY INFORMATION:
WarmTech Solutions is an insulation and weatherization company serving both the commercial and residential sectors. WarmTech Solutions’ primary insulation product is Cellulose which is made from 100% recycled newsprint. WarmTech Solutions guarantees the energy consumption for three years in all new homes that we insulate.

Reducing Maine's Dependence on Fossil Fuels

In every new structure insulated by WarmTech Solutions, energy consumption is reduced by 40% over conventional insulation methods. In every home weatherized by WarmTech Solutions energy consumption is reduced by 25 to 50%. In the last seven years we have insulated and weatherized approximately 1,000 homes and businesses in Maine.

On the Cutting Edge

WarmTech Solutions is on the cutting edge of insulation and weatherization techniques that clean energy systems need in order to operate to maximum potential. Using less energy reduces our dependence on foreign oil and other fossil fuels and protects our air and water quality. WarmTech is contributing to a paradigm shift in consumer thinking that will ultimately sustain and grow the clean energy economy. Meanwhile, government incentive programs help stimulate households and businesses to move in that direction.

“For over thirty years I have had the pleasure of building energy efficient homes for folks in Maine. I built my first solar heated home 25 years ago. Starting WarmTech Solutions seven years ago was an opportunity to offer performance based insulation with a recycled product. I look forward to the next challenge of building zero energy homes. I guess you could say I been involved in the green economy before it was green.”

— Ashley B. Richards, Jr., General Manager, WarmTech Solutions